CENDI-HEPA (2020-2023)

An Operational Structure of Community Entrepreneur Development Institute (CENDI) and The Human Ecology Practical Area (HEPA)

**CENDI-HEPA FOUNDING BOARD**

**Professional Director**
Ms. LANH

**Financial Director**
Ms. PHUONG

**Admin Director**
Ms. THUY

**Office Management**
Ms. Tran Bach Yen

**Community Rights Based**
Forest & Up-Land Use and Action Research for Agro-Ecology Practicing and Biodiversity Enrichment
Mr. Le Hong Giang

**Community Agro-Ecology**
Based Practical Curriculum Development, YIELDS-AGREE’s Empowerment and Movement
Ms. Nguyen Hoai Thu

**Research, Publication, Monitoring, Evaluation and Carbon Foot Print Measuring for Advocacy and Lobbying**
Ms. Dang Tu Kien

**Community Niche Product Enterprise**
and Marketing and Exporting
Mr. Pham Quang Vu

**Laos PDR**
Luang Prabang Province – Northern
Long lan and Kuang Xy region (at least 30,000 ha community forestry)
Funded by ICCO-CCFD and MISEREOR since 1999- up to now

**Central Highland and Central Vietnam**
Kon Tum, Quang Nam, Quang Binh, Ha tinh and Nghe an provinces
Kon Plong, Tay Giang, Bo Trach, Tuyen hoa, Minh hoa, Huong son and Que Phong district (at least 20,000 ha community forestry)
ICCO – PARTNER - SCCF-MISEREOR since 1995 up to now

**CORE TEAM 2020-2023 (Full Time CENDI):**

**CORE TEAM 2020-2023 (Part Time CENDI):**
1. Mr. Pham Van Dung: Lawyer with 24 working years in policy analysis and LISO’s data base developer and documentation; 2. Mr Phan Dinh Nha: 20 field working years in Forest & Land Use Analysis in Policy Research and Transforming with LISO ; 3. Mr. Dam Trong Tuan with 23 working years in Philosophy and Standard Sustaining in Community Customary Based Sacred Forestry (Mekong Region) for Theory of Change on social-political and ecological capital Strategy with LISO, 4. Mr. Nguyen Van Tien: supervising with policy research and analysis – 7 years in cooperation with LISO; 5. Mr Tran Quoc Viet: Key elder who supervises for grass root advocacy (18 years with Key Farmer networking).

**Core Assistants (parttime of YIELDS-AGREE):**